Nanbo Kokusai Mura by Car
To Minami Boso via the Aqualine across Tokyo Bay
1. Follow the Shuto Kosoku over the Rainbow Bridge toward the Aqualine
2. Take the right turn after Odaiba, heading toward/past Haneda Airport following the
signs for the Aqualine. Pass through a number of tunnels. As you head under the long
tunnel after Haneda Airport, stay to your left. The Aqualine turn comes up quickly.
3. Through the Aqualine tunnel under Tokyo Bay and over the Aqualine bridge. Stay on
the highway, following the signs for Kisarazu and then for Tateyama. You’ll take the
left fork and then right turn toward Tateyama, not Chiba city. You’ll be on the
Tateyama Expressway heading toward Tateyama. This highway connects Tokyo with
Tateyama. Go to the very end. Exit 24 at Tomiura.
4. After passing through the toll gate at the end, take a left turn at the traffic light. At
that point you’ll be on the “by-pass” or Rt. 127.
5. Continue on for about 5+ km, past convenience stores, small Odoya market on left,
pachinko parlors, etc. After you pass Cainz Home Center, D-2 and K’s Denki on the left,
you’ll come to an intersection with a BIG Odoya Family Center and a McDonald’s
diagonally to the right. Turn left at this light. This is Rt 128 heading to Kamogawa.
6. Go about two km. You’ll pass Awa Chiki Iriyo Center (hospital) on your left (just after
the golf driving range). About two more kilometers to Ina Cross traffic light . You’ll see
the big sign to Chikura and beaches. Turn right at the Ina Cross light but don’t go over
the railroad tracks.
7. Continue up and over the hills and curves, through the tunnel at the top for about five
km, go over the railroad crossing w/ bright red/orange, very ugly pachinko parlor on
right, to the traffic signal at the “T” intersection. Turn left at the “T”. Go 120 meters
down the road, take your first right turn at the blinking traffic signal.
8. Straight down this road. You’ll see the ocean straight ahead after a minute. Look for
an official looking, new, beige building, the hoken center (known as Yu らり) on the left
side, 150 meters before the ocean. Big parking lot on the left. Not the right side JA
building. Enter the lot on the left and park, back center. Call me and I’ll walk over to
get you - 30 second walk from the lodge. Looking forward to seeing you.
Don’t put our telephone number into your Car Navi. We’re not directing you to our lodge
but to the facility next door (Yuらり - tel. 0470 44 3577) with a large parking lot.
That address is 2705-6 Seto, Minami Boso shi, Chiba-ken. You’ll make it.
David

(090 7716 0102) Good Luck.......call if you need help!

